
GPS Tracker 
with Remote Battery Monitor 



Size: 102*53*18mm   
with 350mAh Li polymer backup battery

OBD Connector GPS Tracker

Size: 89mm x 45mm x 24mm  
with 500mAh  Li polymer backupbattery

T9124BMT8124BMO

Engine Cabin GPS Tracker



Remote battery monitor
The owner can check the status of the car battery on his mobile phone anywhere, anytime.

Low battery alert 
Low battery alert SMS will be sent to owner's mobile phone when low battery voltage is 
detected. Even when the car is parked far away.

Bad battery alert 
Bad battery alert will be sent to owner when the abnormal battery performance which will cause 
engine start issue is detected.

Unique



Feature
with OBD connector which can be installed easily by end user 
GPS+GSM+WIFI positioning (GPS,WIFI is optional as request) 
Smartly monitoring the status of the car battery 7/24  
Low battery alert function 
Bad battery alert function 
Ambient temperature monitor 
Instant call alert for anti-theft when motion is detected 
Power on AUTOMATICALLY after installation 
Water-Proof Design, input voltage:12-24V  
Web based Real-time tracking and replay or locate via SMS 
Built-in motion sensor for power saving

OBD Connector GPS Tracker
T8124BMO



Feature
install easily which just connect the power wire with the positive and 
negative connectors of car battery 
Difficult to find out when the thief try to disable the alarm system for car 
GPS+GSM+WIFI positioning (GPS,WIFI is optional as request) 
Enhanced GPS module specially designed for the engine cabin area 
Smartly monitoring the status of the car battery 7/24  
Low battery alert function 
Bad battery alert function 
Carbine temperature monitor 
Instant call alert for anti-theft when motion is detected 
Instant call alert for anti-theft when engine ignition on  
Power on AUTOMATICALLY after installation 
Water-Proof Design, input voltage:12-24V  
Web based Real-time tracking and replay or locate via SMS 
Built-in motion sensor for power saving

Engine Cabin GPS Tracker
T9124BM



GPRS:MTK 6260A 
Quad band; 850/900/1800/1900 MHz 
Antennae: Internal, GPRS Class 12  
Power:12-24v  
Built-in Vibration/motion sensing 
Antennae: Internal 
GPS Position Accuracy: >5m 
GSM Position Accuracy: 100m-2000m 
 WiFi Position Accuracy：50-150m

Specification



IPX7 water-proof
Waterproof 30 mins under 1 meter depth of water



Self-locking sim slot
to make sure sim card works well even at shock or vibration environment 



Dual CPU Design
Dual CPU watch-dog to avoid system crash


